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Abstract
Background: In previous research, we introduced an automated, localized, fusion-based
approach for classifying uterine cervix squamous epithelium into Normal, CIN1, CIN2, and
CIN3 grades of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN) based on digitized histology image
analysis. As part of the CIN assessment process, acellular and atypical cell concentration
features were computed from vertical segment partitions of the epithelium region to quantize
the relative distribution of nuclei. Methods: Feature data was extracted from 610 individual
segments from 61 images for epithelium classification into categories of Normal, CIN1, CIN2,
and CIN3. The classification results were compared against CIN labels obtained from two
pathologists who visually assessed abnormality in the digitized histology images. In this study,
individual vertical segment CIN classification accuracy improvement is reported using the
logistic regression classifier for an expanded data set of 118 histology images. Results: We
analyzed the effects on classification using the same pathologist labels for training and
testing versus using one pathologist labels for training and the other for testing. Based on
a leave-one-out approach for classifier training and testing, exact grade CIN accuracies of
81.29% and 88.98% were achieved for individual vertical segment and epithelium wholeimage classification, respectively. Conclusions: The Logistic and Random Tree classifiers
outperformed the benchmark SVM and LDA classifiers from previous research.The Logistic
Regression classifier yielded an improvement of 10.17% in CIN Exact grade classification
results based on CIN labels for training-testing for the individual vertical segments and the
whole image from the same single expert over the baseline approach using the reduced
features. Overall, the CIN classification rates tended to be higher using the training-testing
labels for the same expert than for training labels from one expert and testing labels from the
other expert.The Exact class fusion- based CIN discrimination results obtained in this study
are similar to the Exact class expert agreement rate.
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There were 528,000 new invasive cervical cancer cases and
an estimated 266,000 deaths reported worldwide in 2012.[1]
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Screening tests to detect cervical cancer and its precursor
lesions include Pap, colposcopy to visually inspect the
cervix, and microscopic interpretation of histology slides
by a pathologist when biopsied cervix tissue is available.
Microscopic evaluation of histology slides by a qualified
pathologist has been used as a standard of diagnosis. The
pathologist visually inspects the slide for the presence of
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN), a premalignant
condition in the epithelium. Figure 1 shows examples of
the CIN grades normal, CIN1, CIN2, and CIN3. CIN1
corresponds to mild dysplasia (abnormal change), whereas
CIN2 and CIN3 are used to denote moderate dysplasia
and severe dysplasia, respectively. Histologic criteria for
CIN include increasing immaturity and cytologic atypia
in the epithelium.
As CIN increases in severity, the epithelium has been
observed to show delayed maturation with an increase
in immature atypical cells from bottom to the top
of the epithelium.[1] As shown in Figure 1, atypical
immature cells are seen mostly in the bottom third of
the epithelium for CIN1 [Figure 1b]. For CIN2, the
atypical immature cells typically appear in the bottom
two‑thirds of the epithelium [Figure 1c], and for CIN3,
atypical immature cells typically are found in the full
thickness of the epithelium [Figure 1d]. In addition to
analyzing the progressively increasing quantity of atypical
cells from bottom to top of the epithelium, identification
of nuclear atypia is also significant.[1] Nuclear atypia are
characterized by nuclei of abnormal shapes and sizes
within the epithelium region. Visual assessment of this
nuclear atypia may be difficult, due to a large number
of nuclei present and tissue heterogeneity. This may
contribute to diagnostic inter‑ and intra‑pathologist
variation.
Computer‑assisted methods (digital pathology) have
been explored for CIN diagnosis in other studies and
provided the foundation for the work reported.[2] In
depth literature reviews for related studies have been
presented.[3,4] In addition, this paper builds off techniques
for semi‑automated CIN assessment for epithelium
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regions in digitized pathology images examining
texture features, nuclei determination and Delaunay
triangulation analysis,[5,6] medial axis determination, and
localized CIN grade assessment. This paper extends
the study,[3,4] for the development of image analysis and
classification techniques for individual vertical segments
obtained from partitioning the epithelium along the
medial axis. A logistic regression classifier is explored for
CIN classification for comparison with support vector
machine (SVM) and  linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
classifier approaches for individual vertical segment
classification. CIN grades from two pathologists for 118
digitized histology images are used as ground truth for
CIN classification accuracy.
The order of the remaining sections of the article is
as follows: Section II presents the image analysis and
classification approaches used in this research; Section III
describes the experiments performed; Section IV presents
and analyzes the results obtained and a discussion;
Section V provides the study conclusions.

METHODS
Figure 2 presents an overview of the approach for
analyzing the digitized pathology epithelium images:
• Step 1: Detect the medial axis of the segmented
epithelium region
• Step 2: Divide the segmented image into 10 vertical
segments orthogonal to the medial axis
• Step 3: Extract features from each of the vertical
segments
• Step 4: Use the classification algorithms to classify
each segment into one of the CIN grades
• Step 5: Fuse the CIN grades from every ten vertical
segments in one image to obtain the CIN grade of
the whole epithelium.
This approach was used in previous studies.[3,4] The
following sections present each step in detail.

d

Figure 1: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade label examples
highlighting the increase of immature atypical cells from epithelium
bottom to top with increasing cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
severity. (a) Normal, (b) cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 1,
(c) cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 2, (d) cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia 3

Figure 2: Digitized pathology epithelium image analysis procedures
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Pathologist Ground Truth Description

and the 9th and 10th segment in image 4 [SF] [Table 1]).
Since 118 digitized histology images are used in this
study to create vertical segments for feature extraction
and classification, 1180 segments in total are labeled
by both pathologists to generate two groups of ground
truth, respectively. Table 1 provides CIN labels from both
pathologists (RZ/SF) for the 10 vertical segments from 10
histology images as examples of the experimental data set.

For the image and CIN classification techniques explored
in this research, 118 full‑color digitized histology images
are used with H and E stain preparations of tissue
sections of normal cervical tissue and three grades of
cervical carcinoma in situ. This data set extends the
61 images used in previous studies.[3,4] In this study, expert
pathologists (RZ, SF) provided CIN grades for the whole
epithelium image and for the 10 vertical segments into
which each image was partitioned [Figure 3 and Table 1].

Table 1 shows that the two pathologists agree with each
other on some of the segments and disagree on others.
For example, from image 8, RZ assigns every segment
as CIN3 (4), but SF only labels the 3rd, 4th, 6th, and the
9th as CIN3 (4) with the others as CIN2 (3). Part of the
rationale for this paper is to show that the classification
results for the individual vertical segments and the whole
image are within the variation of the expert pathologist
designations and that there is inter‑pathologist
variation within an image and for the image‑based
classification. [Table 1].

Note that, the CIN grades from the expert pathologists
for the individual vertical segments within an image
sometimes vary between the experts and that the CIN
grades for the individual vertical segments can be
different from the whole image. The ground truth is given
as two groups of CIN grades for everyone segment out of
our 118‑image data set. Each single label is specified as a
class number to denote the dysplasia and severe dysplasia.
In this case, the pathologists gave “1” as Normal, “2” as
CIN1, “3” as CIN2 and “4”, as CIN3. A pathologist labeled
a vertical segment “0” if the pathologist was not able to
make any CIN grade decision due to insufficient image
information or detail (the 9th segment in image 2 [RZ]

Three methods were used for assigning “truth labels” to
the individual vertical segments, including the “0” labeled
segments that the pathologists did not label, producing
three (slightly) different sets of ground truth labels for
evaluating the classification algorithms developed. The three
methods examined to determine ground truth labels are:
1. Use the image label for every single segmentation
regardless of the individual labels, which are denoted
as “Image Label”
2. Keep the pathologist labels for the non‑“0” segments
and replace the “0” segments with the majority of
individual labels by the pathologist within these 10
segments, which are denoted as “Major Sub”
3. Keep the pathologist labels for the non‑“0” segments
and replace the “0” segments with the whole image
label by the pathologist, which are denoted as “Image
Sub.”

Figure 3: Epithelium image example with vertical segment
images (I1, I2, I2,…. I10) determined from bounding boxes after
dividing the medial axis into ten line segment approximations after
medial axis computation

Medial Axis Detection and Segments Creation

The method for computing the medial axis, which is
based on the distance transform, is presented in detail.[4]

Table 1: Ground truth cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade labels for both experts
Image name

Individual segment classifications (RZ/SF)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Image classification (RZ/SF)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2/2
4/4
3/3
4/4
3/2
1/1
4/3
4/3
3/2
3/1

2/2
3/4
3/3
4/4
3/2
1/1
4/3
4/3
3/3
3/1

2/2
3/3
3/3
4/4
3/2
1/1
4/3
4/4
3/4
3/2

2/2
4/3
3/3
4/3
3/2
1/1
4/3
4/4
3/3
3/1

2/2
3/3
3/3
4/2
3/2
1/1
4/3
4/3
3/3
2/2

2/2
4/3
3/3
4/2
3/2
1/1
4/3
4/4
3/4
2/1

2/2
3/4
3/3
4/2
3/2
1/1
4/3
4/3
3/3
2/2

2/2
3/4
3/3
4/3
3/3
1/1
4/3
4/3
3/4
2/2

2/2
0/4
3/3
4/0
3/3
1/1
4/4
4/4
3/3
3/3

2/2
4/3
3/3
4/0
3/3
1/1
4/4
4/3
3/4
3/2

st

nd

rd

th

th

th

th

th

th

th

2/2
3/3
3/3
4/4
3/3
1/1
4/4
4/4
3/3
3/3
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The resulting medial axis is partitioned into ten segments
of approximately equal length, perpendicular line slopes
are estimated at the mid‑points of each segment, and
vertical lines are projected at the end points of each
segment to generate ten vertical segments for analysis.
The epithelium image is partitioned into ten vertical
segments to facilitate localized diagnostic classification
on sub‑regions within the epithelium.

Feature Extraction

Features are computed for each of the ten vertical
segments of the whole image, I1, I2, I3,…. I10. All the
segments of one whole image are feature‑extracted in
a sequence, from left to right, I1–I10 [Figure 3]. These
features were developed in previous research.[4] A
summary of those features is presented here. In total,
five different types of features were computed, including:
(1) Texture features (F1–F10),[3] (2) cellularity features
(F11–F13), (3) nuclear features (F14, F15), (4) acellular
(light area) features (F16–F22), (4) combination features
(F23, F24), and (5) advanced layer‑by‑layer triangle
features (F25–F27).[4]

Texture and color features

The texture and color features were used in our
previous work and are described.[4] The texture features
include contrast (F1), energy (F2), correlation (F3),
and homogeneity (F4) of the segmented region,
combined with the same statistics (contrast, energy, and
correlation) generated from the gray level co‑occurrence
matrix (GLCM) of the segment (F5–F10). These features
are generated using the statistics of the GLCM matrix[4,7,8]
to describe the contrast and the uniformity of the region.

Nuclear features

The dark shading color feature discussed in the previous
research[4] corresponds to nuclei, which appear within
epithelial cells in various shapes and sizes. Nuclei tend
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to increase in both number and size as the CIN level
increases.[1] This linkage between nuclear characteristics
and CIN levels motivates our development of algorithms
for nuclei detection feature extraction. In this research,
the algorithms of nuclei detection and nuclear feature
extraction are developed to obtain features to facilitate
CIN classification. Specifically, the following steps are
performed [Figure 5]:
• Step 1: Cluster the histogram‑equalized image
into clusters of background (darkest), nuclei and
lighter (lightest) epithelium regions using the
K‑means algorithm (K = 4). Generate a mask
image containing the pixels closest to the nuclei
cluster (second darkest)
• Step 2: Use the Matlab function imclose with a
circular structuring element of radius 4 to perform
morphological closing on the nuclei mask image
• Step 3: Fill the holes in the image from Step 2 with
Matlab’s imfill function for this process
• Step 4: Use the Matlab’s imopen to perform
morphological opening with a circular structuring
element of radius 4 on the image from Step 3
• Step 5: Eliminate small area noise objects (nonnuclei
objects) within the epithelium region of interest from
the mask in Step 4, with the area opening operation
using the Matlab function bwareaopen.

Acellular features

Extracting the light area regions is challenging due to the
color and intensity variations in the epithelium images.
Each of the L*, a*, and b* planes of CIELAB color space
were evaluated for characterizing the light areas. It was
empirically determined that L* provides the best visual
results. The following outlines the methods used to
segment the histology images:
• Step 1: Convert the original image from RGB color
space to L* a* b* color space, then select the
luminance component L* [Figure 4a]

e

Figure 4: Image examples of nuclei detection algorithm. (a) Image
with preliminary nuclei objects obtained from clustering (Step 1).
(b) Image closing to connect nuclei objects (Step 2). (c) Image with
hole filling to produce nuclei objects (Step 3). (d) Image opening to
separate nuclei objects (Step 4). (e) Image with nonnuclei (small)
objects eliminated (Step 5)

Figure 5: Misclassification example of a cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia 2 image labeled as a cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 3
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•

Step 2: Perform adaptive histogram equalization on
the image from Step 1 using Matlab’s adapthisteq.
Adapthisteq operates on small regions (tiles)[2] for
contrast enhancement so that the histogram of
the output region matches a specified histogram
and combines neighboring tiles using bilinear
interpolation to eliminate artificially induced
boundaries [Figure 4b]
Step 3: After the image has been contrast‑adjusted,
the image is binarized by applying an empirically
determined threshold of 0.6. This step is intended
to eliminate the dark nuclear regions and to retain
the lighter nuclei and epithelium along with the light
areas [Figure 4c]
Step 4: Segment the light areas using the K‑means
algorithm based on,[3,9] with K = 4. The K‑means
algorithm input is the histogram‑equalized image
from Step 2 multiplied by the binary thresholded
image from Step 3. A light area clustering example is
given in Figure 4d.
Step 5: Remove from the image all objects having
an area <100 pixels, determined empirically, using
the Matlab function regionprops.[2] A morphological
closing is performed with a disk structure element of
radius 2. An example result is shown in  Figure 4e.

Combination features

After both the nuclear features and the acellular features
were extracted, combination features were calculated
with the intent to capture the relative increase in nuclei
numbers as CIN grade increases. One is the ratio of the
acellular number to the nuclei number (F23), and the
other is the ratio of the acellular area to the total nuclei
area (F24).

Triangle features

In this research, the Delaunay triangle method was
used, but restrict the geometrical regions it can
act upon, as follows. Before forming the Delaunay

http://www.jpathinformatics.org/content/7/1/51

triangles,[5,10] with the vertices provided by the nuclei
detection results from nuclear feature section, the
vertical segment being processed is sub‑divided into
three vertical layers, as illustrated in Figure 6. The
aim is to associate the presence of increasing nuclei
throughout the epithelium with increasing CIN
grades, namely: abnormality of the bottom third of the
epithelium roughly corresponds to CIN1; abnormality
of the bottom two‑thirds, to CIN2; and abnormality of
all three layers, to CIN3. These layers are referred to as
the bottom, mid, and top.

EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED
Experiments were performed using the data set consisting
of 118 digitized histology images, which were CIN labeled
by two experts (RZ and SF) (RZ: 38 normal, 26 CIN1,
26 CIN2, and 26 CIN3; SF: 40 normal, 25 CIN1,
24 CIN2, and 29 CIN3).

Fusion‑based Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia
Grade Classification of Vertical Segment Images
Labeling

The experimental data set consists of 118 digitized
histology images with vertical segments obtained using the
medial axis detection and vertical segment partitioning
algorithms presented in Section IIB. An additional image
from previous research[4] was used for image processing
parameter determination. For this experimental data set,
CIN grades were obtained for the 10 vertical segments
from each image from both pathologists (RZ/SF), and
the image analysis, feature extraction and classification
approaches presented in Section II were performed for
each vertical segment image. Epithelium image truth
labels from both pathologists (SF and RZ) are used as
a training and testing labels, unlike our previous study[4]
where only one expert’s truth label was used in training
and testing. As described in Section IIA, the pathologists
were unable to assign labels for some segments, for
which the Image Label, Major Sub, and Image Sub
methods were used to generate “truth labels” for these
segments (Section IIA for definitions).

Classification

Figure 6: Misclassification example of a cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia 2 image labeled as a cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 1

For CIN discrimination, all the features extracted
from the vertical segment images were used as inputs
to SVM, LDA, logistic regression, and random forest
classifiers. The LIBSVM[11] implementation of the
SVM and LDA classifiers were used, as in our previous
study.[4] The SVM implementation uses a linear kernel
with four weights as the fractions of the images in each
CIN class (normal, CIN1, CIN2, and CIN3). Logistic
regression had a multinomial logistic regression (MLR)
model for predicting probabilities for each class.[12]
Random forest,[13,14] used combinations of tree predictors
such that each tree depends on the values of a random
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vector sampled with the same distribution for all trees in
the forest.[14,15]
Individual features were normalized by subtracting the
mean training set feature value and dividing by the
standard deviation training set feature value.[4] In this
approach, the classifier is trained based on the individual
segment feature vectors for all but the left‑out epithelium
image (test image), which was called “leave‑one‑out”
approach.[4] Four approaches were explored for using
the CIN expert truth labels for the individual vertical
segments and the whole epithelium image for classifier
algorithm training and testing, including:
1. SF‑SF CIN labels as training‑testing labels
2. RZ‑RZ CIN labels as training‑testing labels
3. RZ‑SF CIN labels for training‑testing sets
4. SF‑RZ CIN labels for training‑testing sets.
Using the different pathologist CIN label training and
test combinations for vertical segment classification,
the influence on inter‑ and intra‑pathologist CIN truth
labels was examined on individual vertical segment
classification accuracy.
Then, the predicted CIN grades of the vertical segment
images were fused to obtain the CIN grade of the entire
test epithelium image [Figure 3]. The fusion of the CIN
grades of the vertical segment images was completed
using a voting scheme.[4] The CIN grade of the test image
was assigned to the most frequently occurring class over
the ten vertical segments. If a tie was found among the
most frequently appearing case of CIN grades, the test
image was assigned with the higher/highest one (i.e., the
most severe diagnostic grade). For example, if there was a
tie between CIN2 and CIN3, then the image was assigned
CIN3. As previously explained in Section IIA, there were
four different ways of conducting our experiments by
using different combinations of the labels from the two
pathologists for training and testing. This resulted in four
different groups of classification results. The input images
for each group are the same 118 histological images.

Scoring schemes

Two scoring schemes were used for evaluating the
results. Specifically, the same schemes were utilized as[4]
for compatibility with those results. The schemes are
summarized below:
Scheme 1 (exact class label): The first approach is exact
classification, which means that a label was considered

correct if and only if the class label assigned to the test
image by our algorithm was the same as the ground truth
label.
Scheme 2 (normal vs. CIN): For the second scoring
scheme, the classification result was considered correct
if and only if when a ground truth Normal grade was
classified Normal by our algorithm and a ground truth
CIN (1–3) grade was classified as CIN by our algorithm.

Feature Evaluation and Selection

In,[4] a SAS® implementation of MLR[16‑20] and a Weka®
attribute information gain evaluator were utilized for
feature selection. MLR was used for modeling nominal
outcome variables, and the P values obtained from the
MLR output were utilized as criteria for selecting features
when the P value is less than an appropriate alpha (α)
value.[16‑19] For Weka analysis, the features are ranked in
an order by “attributes information gain ratio” where
the higher the ratio, the more significant the feature will
be.[4] Both feature evaluation methods are applied in this
study to improve the classification outcomes as well as
to keep the classification results comparable to the study
by Guo et al.[4] Feature selection was done based on
the whole image labels of RZ applied to the individual
vertical segments.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Experimental Results

As explained in the previous section, the vertical segment
image classifications (CIN grading) were obtained
using SVM, LDA, logistic, and random forest classifiers
with a leave‑one‑image‑out approach based on all
the twenty‑seven features generated for each vertical
segment. This yields classification labels for each of the
10 vertical segments in an epithelium image. Then, the
CIN classification for the whole epithelium image is
obtained by fusing the vertical segment labels using a
voting scheme. The performance of these epithelium
image classifications was evaluated using the two scoring
schemes presented in Section IIIA 3.
For the first set of experiments, individual vertical
segment classification is examined. Each individual
vertical segment is assigned a CIN grade label using the
Image Label, Major Sub, and Image Sub approaches
from Section IIA for training and testing the SVM,

Table 2: Individual vertical segment exact class label classification results based on all 27 features using
same expert labels for training‑testing sets (RZ‑RZ and SF‑SF)
Image label (%)
Image sub (%)
Major sub (%)

SVM (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

LDA (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

Logistic (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

Random tree (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

62.71/64.92
69.32/70.59
69.40/69.58

60.16/63.23
71.10/69.52
69.52/71.61

81.29/80.10
75.64/76.27
74.23/73.64

78.38/76.18
76.27/75.42
73.39/71.52

SVM: Support vector machine, LDA: Linear discriminant analysis
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LDA, logistic regression, and random forest classifiers.
For these experiments, individual vertical segment
and whole image CIN labels are from the same expert
for classifier training and testing, denoted as RZ‑RZ
and SF‑SF for the two experts, respectively. Individual
vertical segment exact class classification results are
given in Table 2. From Table 2, the highest individual
classification accuracy (81.29%/80.10% based on labels
from RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF, respectively) for exact classification
was obtained using the Logistic classifier based on the
Image Label approach for assigning CIN class labels to
the individual vertical segments (all vertical segments
within an image are assigned the image CIN label).
Accuracies of 62.71%/64.92% (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF) and
60.16%/63.23% (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF) were obtained using
the SVM and LDA classifiers, respectively, based on the
Image Label approach for individual vertical segment
labeling, which were used in (Note that “RZ‑RZ” means
that RZ’s labels were used for both training and testing
in the referenced experiment; likewise for SF).[4]
The second set of experiments examined the impact of
feature selection on CIN classification accuracy for the
individual vertical segments. For feature evaluation and
selection experiments, all 27 features extracted from the
individual vertical segments with CIN truth labels from
RZ were used as inputs to the SAS MLR algorithm as
well as the feature selector in Weka®. A value of α = 0.05
was used to determine statistical significance for the
input features for the SAS MLR. The Weka® feature
selector ranks the features by an “attribute information
gain ratio” (AIGR) which ranges from 0 to 1, with larger
values indicating greater significance for the feature. The
overall twenty‑seven features with P values are presented
in Table 3.
Based on the statistical significance of all the 27 features,
the feature set selected using α = 0.05 consisted of F1,
F3, F4, F7, F9, F10, F12, F13, F14, F18, F21, F22, F23,
and F24. Note that all these features were selected based
on the SAS MLR test of statistical significance except
for F22, F23, and F24, which were selected since they
have a relatively high information gain ratio (AIGR)
among the 27 features [from 2nd place to 4th place in
Table 3].[4] We compared discrimination accuracies using
this reduced set of features to the results using the entire
27‑feature set for fusion‑based whole image classification
based on (Section IIIA 2) for combining the individual
vertical segment classifications. Individual vertical
segment classifications were generated using the SVM,
LDA, Logistic Regression, and Random Forest classifiers
based on the Image Label, Major Sub, and Image Sub
approaches for obtaining individual vertical segment
CIN labels for classifier training. For these experiments,
the training and testing CIN labels were from the same
expert, denoted as RZ‑RZ and SF‑SF, respectively. Exact
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Table 3: Features with corresponding P and
attribute information gain ratio
Feature
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17
F18
F19
F20
F21
F22
F23
F24
F25
F26
F27

P

AIGR

0.0024
>0.05
0.0312
0.0433
>0.05
>0.05
0.0011
>0.05
0.0007
0.0001
>0.05
0.0003
0.0125
0.0301
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
0.0168
>0.05
>0.05
0.0263
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
0.0001
0.0001

0.223
0.25
0.018
0.230
0.1819
0.0331
0.2057
0.079
0.080
0.0382
0.2233
0.1681
0.2411
0.1697
0.6091
0.2645
0.2669
0.3147
0.2513
0.4230
0.3128
0.3295
0.3975
0.4852
0.1641
0.1557
0.2994

AIGR: Attribute information gain ratio

class label and normal versus CIN classification whole
image results are reported for the different classifiers
based on all 27 features in Table 4 and the reduced
feature set in Table 5.
In Table 6, the best confusion matrix result obtained
using RZ‑RZ labels for training‑testing for the reduced
feature set is shown, with an exact class label classification
of 88.98% and normal versus CIN classification of
94.92%. Our highest previous results[4] for a 61 image
dataset were 88.5% (exact classification accuracy) and
95.1% (normal vs. CIN) using the LDA classifier and
RZ‑RZ training‑testing labels. For comparison purposes,
Table 7 presents the best confusion matrix result using
RZ‑RZ for training‑testing for all 27 features on the 118
image set, which gives an exact class label classification
of 86.44% and normal versus CIN classification of
94.92%.

Analysis of Results

In this section, we analyze the classification results from
Section IVA, in four different ways: (a) a performance
comparison among the classifiers (SVM, LDA, logistic,
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Table 4: Fusion‑based whole image percentage correct cervical intraepithelial neoplasia discrimination
rates using all features using the same expert for training and testing sets
Classification
scheme
Image label

SVM
(RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

LDA
(RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

Logistic
(RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

Random tree
(RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

73.31/74.83
87.29/88.98
78.38/76.95
91.53/92.37
78.38/79.83
84.75/86.44

76.02/79.57
84.75/85.59
79.16/79.57
93.22/92.37
76.95/79.66
87.29/87.29

86.44/85.51
94.07/93.22
83.64/80.10
96.61/91.53
82.71/81.69
94.07/94.92

79.66/79.66
88.14/88.98
80.52/79.49
90.68/89.83
76.29/78.14
84.75/86.44

Exact
Normal versus CIN
Exact
Normal versus CIN
Exact
Normal versus CIN

Image sub
Major sub

CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, SVM: Support vector machine, LDA: Linear discriminant analysis

Table 5: Fusion‑based whole Image percentage correct cervical intraepithelial neoplasia discrimination
rates using reduced features with the same expert for training and testing sets
Classification
Scheme
Image label

SVM
(RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

LDA
(RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

Logistic
(RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

Random tree
(RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)

75.42/76.27
82.20/83.05
75.42/73.73
84.75/88.14
73.73/72.88
85.59/83.90

75.42/74.58
81.36/82.20
72.88/72.03
77.12/78.81
76.27/71.19
83.05/81.36

88.98/84.75
94.92/92.37
83.05/82.20
91.53/90.68
81.36/83.90
91.53/92.37

80.51/80.51
90.68/92.37
79.66/81.36
87.29/89.83
80.51/80.51
87.29/88.14

Exact
Normal versus CIN
Exact
Normal versus CIN
Exact
Normal versus CIN

Image sub
Major sub

CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, SVM: Support vector machine, LDA: Linear discriminant analysis

Table 6: Best confusion matrix results for
fusion‑based whole image classification using
reduced feature set
Expert RZ‑RZ: Logistic
Normal (40) CIN1 (25) CIN2 (24) CIN3 (29)
Normal
CIN1
CIN2
CIN3

36
2
2
0

2
22
1
0

0
3
21
0

0
0
3
26

CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia

Table 7: Best confusion matrix results for
fusion‑based whole image classification using all
27 features
Expert RZ‑RZ: Logistic
Normal (40) CIN1 (25) CIN2 (24)
Normal
CIN1
CIN2
CIN3

35
2
3
0

2
22
1
0

0
2
20
2

CIN3 (29)
0
1
3
25

CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia

random forest) and (b) a performance comparison
between previous research[4] and this study, (c) the
impact on performance using intra‑ and inter‑pathologist
CIN truth labels for the classifier training and testing
sets, and (d) a performance comparison between our

classification results and the baseline results from
the pathologists. The correct recognition rates for all
classifiers investigated are presented using training‑testing
labels from RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ for all 27 features [Table 8]
and the reduced feature set [Table 9].
From Tables 5 and 9, the logistic classifier exact class
experiments for corresponding truth labels (Image
Label, Image Sub, Major Sub) when reduced features
are employed as the input feature vectors. The
logistic classifier yielded a maximum improvement
of 13.56% (75.42% from SVM and LDA to 88.98%
for RZ‑RZ) when using the truth tables from a
single pathologist and a maximum improvement of
10.76% (71.95% from SVM to 82.71% for RZ‑SF) using
inter‑pathologist truth tables as training and testing
labels. In addressing with the unknown segments labeled
as “0” by the pathologists, the labeling methods of Image
Label and Major Sub had an impact on the overall
classification results; the classification accuracies are
improved when using the same classifiers but different
labeling methods than the ones in previous research.[4]
From the classification results for individual segment
classification presented in Table 2 of Section IVA,
the logistic classifier gave an improvement of 10.19%
(71.10% from LDA to 81.29% for RZ‑RZ) and
8.49% (71.61% from LDA to 80.10% for SF‑SF).
Among all the results generated by the classifiers in
this study, the highest individual segment classification
accuracy is obtained with the logistic classifier, with
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Table 8: Fusion‑based whole image normal versus cervical intraepithelial neoplasia and exact cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia discrimination rates using all 27 features (F1-F27) with expert training‑testing
labels of RZ‑SF and SF‑RZ
Classification
scheme
Label
Image sub
Major sub

Exact
Normal versus CIN
Exact
Normal versus CIN
Exact
Normal versus CIN

SVM
(RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ)

LDA
(RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ)

Logistic
(RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ)

Random tree
(RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ)

72.88/71.95
86.44/83.9
75.42/72.88
87.29/84.75
72.88/71.19
83.05/84.75

72.88/72.88
84.75/83.9
75.42/71.19
88.14/88.14
72.88/72.88
81.36/82.20

81.36/78.81
94.92/91.52
78.81/77.29
83.9/83.05
77.29/76.95
82.2//84.75

72.88/71.19
83.9/83.05
75.42/76.19
86.44/83.9
72.88/73.73
81.36/82.2

CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, SVM: Support vector machine, LDA: Linear discriminant analysis

Table 9: Fusion‑based whole image normal versus cervical intraepithelial neoplasia and exact cervical
intraepithelial neoplasia discrimination rates using reduced features with training‑testing labels of RZ‑SF
and SF‑RZ
Classification
scheme
Image label
Image sub
Major sub

Exact
Normal versus CIN
Exact
Normal versus CIN
Exact
Normal versus CIN

SVM
(RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ)

LDA
(RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ)

Logistic
(RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ)

Random tree
(RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ)

71.95/72.45
83.05/84.75
75.42/74.58
86.44/85.59
72.88/73.73
84.75/85.59

72.88/75.42
83.9/87.29
74.58/73.73
88.14/88.14
73.73/74.58
83.9/85.59

82.71/78.39
90.68/88.14
76.95/77.29
87.29/88.98
77.12/81.36
81.36//87.29

75.42/75.42
82.2/84.75
75.42/76.19
83.9/85.59
73.73/72.97
80.51/82.20

CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, SVM: Support vector machine, LDA: Linear discriminant analysis

the correct recognition rate of 81.29%. Compared with
the accuracy obtained by the classifiers used in the
previous research[4] SVM/LDA, the highest accuracy
for the individual segment classification is 71.61%. An
improvement of 9.32% is obtained by using logistic
classifier. For fusion‑based whole image classification
using the complete feature set (27 features), shown
in Table 4 of Section IVA, a decrease of 0.44% (88.5%
LDA[4] to 86.44% logistic in this study) is obtained as the
exact class image classification accuracy. A decrease of
2.6% (from 96.7%[4] LDA to 94.10% logistic in this study)
is obtained as normal versus CIN correct rate. For the
epithelium classification results using the reduced feature
set shown in Table 5, a minimum improvement of 3.73%
(from 85.25%[4] for LDA classifier to 88.98% in this study)
is found. It can be observed that some of the classification
accuracies drop when using one expert label as training
and the other one as testing, compared with the results
in Tables 8 and 9. For the logistic classifier, the highest
exact classification rate was 88.98% [105/118 in Table 5]
which was higher than 82.71% using one expert’s labels
for training (RZ) and the second expert’s labels (SF) for
testing [Table 9].
In examining the performance of our classification results,
we also use the pathologists’ truth labels of epithelium
images to generate a baseline for exact classification
accuracy. As shown in Table 10, the confusion matrix
is obtained by fusing the pathologist truth labels of

individual labels with the same fusion techniques of voting
scheme which has already been explained in Section
II2. Note that for the individual vertical segment labels
fusion; only the 61 images dataset is utilized to remain
the study consistent with the previous study.[4] Table 10
highlights the variation in CIN grading for the expert
pathologists for a 61 image data set, which differs from
the 118 digitized histology image set used in this study.
From Table 10, the experts RZ and SF had an exact class
agreement in 78.7% (48/61) of the epithelium images.
The experts differed by one CIN grade on the remaining
13 images (off‑by‑one). The exact class label fusion‑based
CIN discrimination results obtained in this study are
comparable to the 78.7% expert agreement rate. The exact
class LDA classifier result of 76.02% from Table 4 based
on the training‑testing CIN labels from RZ (denoted
in this study as RZ‑RZ) is based on the benchmark
approach from the study by Guo et al.,[4] where 88.5% is
the exact class correct classification rate based on a 61
image data set from the study by Guo et al.[4] It should
be noted that the 118 digitized histology image set used
in this research is a different data set than the 61 images
from.[4] Consequently, the exact class discrimination
rate of 76.02% provides the benchmark for comparing
results in this study. The logistic regression classifier for
the 118 image set yielded exact class discrimination
results as high as 88.98%/85.51% (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF) using
the same expert for training‑testing CIN labels and the
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image CIN label for each individual vertical segment,
a 12.96%/5.94% (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF) improvement for
single expert over the baseline method.[4] The logistic
regression method gave the highest vertical segment
classification rate of 81.29%/80.10% (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF),
which fueled the higher fusion‑based image classification.
Overall, the CIN classification rates tended to be higher
using the training‑testing labels for the same expert
than for training labels from one expert and testing
labels from the other expert. Based on the logistic
classifier, the same expert exact label results were
88.98%/85.51% (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF) compared to training
labels from one expert and testing labels from the other
expert 82.71%/78.39% (RZ‑SF/SF‑RZ), an increase of
6.27%/7.12%, respectively. This result can be used to
highlight the impact of building larger data sets where
different experts are involved in truthing or diagnostically
assessing parts of the data set.
For the logistic and random forest classifiers, which
performed better in this study, it appears that using the
same CIN label for each vertical segment in training
and testing the different classifiers compared to using
the local, individual expert determined CIN labels for
training and testing the different classifiers resulted in
slightly higher overall exact label discrimination rates;
there does not appear to be a corresponding trend in
the exact label classification rates for the SVM and
LDA classifiers. Guo et al.[4] reported the image‑based
Table 10: Confusion matrix classification baseline
obtained from pathologist ground truth labels
Fusion‑based classification (RZ/SF)

Normal
CIN1
CIN2
CIN3

Normal
(16/14)

CIN1
(13/14)

CIN2
(14/17)

CIN3
(18/16)

15/10
1/4
0/0
0/0

0/0
13/13
0/1
0/0

0/0
2/3
12/14
0/0

0/0
0/0
1/3
17/13

CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia

exact label discrimination rates were much lower
than the fusion‑based voting of the individual vertical
segment exact label classifications. It appears that the
local CIN information from the individual vertical
segments contributes to enhanced image‑based exact
label discrimination. However, variations in the vertical
segment CIN truthing for an image do not appear
to provide an improvement to an overall image CIN
assessment.
The confusion matrix classification results presented
in Table 9 show that by fusing the pathologists’ labels
without any prediction from classifiers, RZ’s labels give
an exact classification accuracy of 93.44% (57/61) and
SF’s labels indicates an exact correct recognition rate of
81.97% (50/61). Moreover, from the exact classification
accuracy, we obtained in this study, the highest result of
88.98% falls in the range of this baseline provided from
those two pathologists.
Table 11 presents a summary of the highest CIN
classification results determined from this study for
the different classifiers and training‑testing expert
truth label combinations and the highest classification
results obtained from the experiments performed.[4]
From Table 11, the exact class label results for the
118 image set examined in this study are comparable
to the results reported for the 61 image set[4] based on
all 27 features and the reduced feature set. Individual
vertical segment results were not reported.[4] However,
applying the same LDA classifier[4] to individual
vertical segment classification from the 118 image set
in this study showed an improvement of 16.87% (from
LDA classifier 60.16%/63.23% (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF)) to
logistic regression 81.29%/80.10% from [Table 2]).
In addition, comparing the LDA approach from[4]
for fusion‑based image classifier for the 118 image
set yielded an improvement of 13.56%/10.17% with
the logistic regression classifier (from LDA classifier
75.42%/74.58% [RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF] to logistic regression
88.98%/84.75% from [Table 5]) using the reduced

Table 11: Summary of best classification accuracies: Current study versus previous research versus
current

Fusion‑based classification using all
27 features (%)
Exact
Normal versus CIN
Individual segment classification (%)
Exact
Fusion‑based classification using
reduced features (%)
Exact

LDA (from[4] with 61
images): RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF

Current study:
RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF

Current study:
RZ train‑SF test

Current study:
SF train‑RZ‑test

88.5a/82.0a
96.7a/90.2a

86.44/85.51a
96.612b/94.92c

81.36a
94.92a

78.81a
91.52a

Not reported

81.29a/80.10a

88.52a/85.3a

88.98a/84.75a

82.71a

81.36c

Individual vertical segment labeling approach: aImage label, bImage sub, cMajor sub. CIN: Cervical intraepithelial neoplasia
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feature set, and an improvement of 12.96/5.94% (from
LDA classifier 76.02%/79.57% [RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF]) to
logistic regression 88.98%/85.51% from [Table 4])
using all 27 features. Since exact class label is the
most stringent of the scoring schemes we used, we
interpret these results as showing a substantial gain
in classification accuracy when using the logistic
regression classifier for the extended image dataset of
118 histological images over the approaches explored
in previous research.[4]
For the logistic and random forest classifiers, which
performed better in this study, it appears that using the
same CIN label for each vertical segment in training and
testing the different classifiers compared to using the
local, individual expert determined CIN labels for training
and testing the different classifiers resulted in slightly
higher overall exact label discrimination rates; there does
not appear to be a corresponding trend in the exact label
classification rates for the SVM and LDA classifiers. This
trend is observed in Table 11 where the majority of the
highest classification results found in this study were
based on the Image Label approach for individual vertical
segment labeling for classifier training and testing.
From,[4] the image‑based exact label discrimination rates
were much lower than the fusion‑based voting of the
individual vertical segment exact label classifications.
It appears that the local CIN information from the
individual vertical segments contributes to enhanced
image‑based exact label discrimination. However,
variations in the vertical segment CIN truthing for an
image do not appear to provide improvement to an
overall image CIN assessment.
In examining the classification results, the majority of
the exact class label classification errors are off‑by‑one
CIN grade. Figure 5 shows an example of an image with
expert label of CIN2 (RZ) that was labeled as a CIN3 by
the LDA classifier.
From the basal membrane near the top of the epithelium
in Figure 5 across the epithelium (downward toward the
bottom), the nuclei distribution is relatively uniform
in certain regions. The nuclear features, as well as the
layer‑by‑layer Delaunay triangle features, highlight the
relatively uniform distribution of nuclei in the vertical
segments containing those regions, which correspond to a
higher CIN grade. In other regions of the epithelium, the
nuclei density is not as uniform across the epithelium,
which could provide for a less severe CIN grade label for
the epithelium.
Figure 6 shows an example of an image with pathologist
label of CIN2 (RZ) that was labeled as a CIN1 by the
logistic classifier. This image has the texture and nuclei
distribution which is more consistent with a CIN2 grade.
However, the relative small nuclei area and lower color
luminance in the epithelium leads to a lower CIN grade

http://www.jpathinformatics.org/content/7/1/51

misclassification.
The overall algorithm was found to be robust in successful
identification of nuclei. To evaluate nuclei detection,
we manually counted nuclei in the two lightest‑stained
slides and the two darkest‑stained slides. An average of
89.2% of the total number of nuclei in all four slides
was detected. The 89.2% nuclei detection rate observed
represents an advance over the results of Veta et al.,[21]
who detected nuclei at rates of 85.5%–87.5% (not strictly
comparable, as these results were for breast cancer). The
finding of a high percentage of nuclei in the lightest‑ and
darkest‑stained slides suggests that the algorithm is
adaptable and robust with regard to varying staining.
The approach in this study expands the techniques of
other studies that focus on the nucleus. We show in this
work that the transition from normal to CIN3 affects
the whole cell. We have shown that not only nuclei,
but features of intercellular spaces are changed due to
the more rapidly growing cells. Thus, one of the top
four features by P value is the proportion of regions of
cytoplasm in the image (F12).

CONCLUSION
In this study, we extended a localized, fusion‑based
image analysis approach for CIN classification to 118
digitized histology images. Twenty‑seven features were
explored, including the layer‑by‑layer triangle features
and the nuclei as well as acellular features, as developed
in previous research.[4] We conducted CIN discrimination
experiments based on CIN truthing of the 118 image
set by two pathologists (RZ/SF), including: (1) SF’s
CIN labels as training labels and testing labels. (2) RZ’s
CIN labels as training labels and testing labels. (3) RZ’s
CIN labels as training labels and SF’s labels as testing
labels. (4) SF’s CIN labels as training labels and RZ’s
labels as testing labels. The vertical segments were
classified using logistic regression, SVM, or LDA classifier,
based on one of the four ways of labeled training data
mentioned with a leave‑one‑out approach. We used a
voting scheme to fuse the vertical segment classifications
into a classification of the whole epithelium image. We
evaluated the classification results with three scoring
schemes, and compared the classification differences
by classifiers, by scoring schemes, and the classification
results of this research as compared to our previous work.[4]
Experimental results showed that the logistic and
random tree classifiers outperformed the benchmark
SVM and LDA classifiers.[4] The logistic regression
classifier gave exact class discrimination results as
high as 88.98%/85.51% (RZ/SF) using the same expert
for training‑testing CIN labels and the image CIN
label for each individual vertical segment, which is a
13.56%/10.17% (RZ‑RZ/SF‑SF) improvement for single
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expert over the baseline method[4] using the reduced
features. The CIN classification rates tended to be higher
using the training‑testing labels for the same expert than
for training labels from one expert and testing labels
from the other expert. The exact class label fusion‑based
CIN discrimination results obtained in this study are
comparable to the exact class expert agreement rate.
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